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Week’s Weather
rhe day foreeit,t, for northern and central t alifornia: No
precipitation is expected this
week. The temperature range
will be 5 to 10 degrees above
normal.
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Tourney Reg Ends
Today is the last day teams
of six or eight inay register
In PERM for the Co-Ree
Volleyball Tournament, beginning Oct. 27.
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Tearful Coed Stops Lette’s Card Burning
He Asks 2,000
Not To Ridicule

- Ey V:k Pavlof{

By RICK SKINNER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A tearful SJS coed, Dorothy Ann Morris, jumped up out of a
"It ))))) an arena" crowd Friday and persuaded Roger Lette, a 19-yearOhl philosophy major, not to burn hbb
draft card, a% he had threatened
to do at the Seventh Street forum.
Lette, tears streaming down his cheeks, told an estbnated 2,000
students, faculty and newsmen, "I wUl not destroy my card right now.
I did not come here to be an object of ridicole--you have made me one."
AbOut an hour after leaving the podium, Lette sat quietly in the
living room of the Individuals for Non-Violent Revolution (INVAR)
house at 485 S. 12th St.
His face tear-stained and drawn, he explained his decision. ’’They
made me feel sick. That crowd reminded me of people in a Roman
arena, crying for blood. It grew into a circus --I couldn’t give them
the satisfaction. Any protest I would have made would have been
ineffectual."
PUBLICITY GREW
Lette’s ordeal began "about three weeks ago," when he decided
to destroy his draft card. Lette announced his intentions to the
Spartan Daily Tuesday, and publicity about his decision grew daily.
By noon Friday, students already had begun gathering on Seventh
Street; cameramen and reporters from wire services, TV stations,
metropolitan and local dailies vied frantically for prime spots to
record Lette’s statements.
SAT TALKING
Meanwhile, Lette sat in the cafeteria, talking with the Rev.
George "Shorty" Collins, college chaplain from American Baptist
Convention, and Dr. Bruce C. Ogilvie, chairman of the SJS psychology
department.
Lette then met Ira Meltzer, sponsor of the Students for Democratic Society (SDS), an organization which has applied for campus
recognition. Meltzer led Lette outside.
At 1:30 p.m., Lette said, "I’ve made up my mindI’m going
ahead with my decision to burn my card."
Meltzer said the SDS did not necessarily recommend Lette’s
course of action but asked the crowd to respect the conviction of a
fellow student.
Lette said, "I didn’t ask the SDS to be here."
GERMAN MILITARISM
The Rev. Collins supported Lette’s protest, calling the U.S. draft
similar to "German militarism of 1918."
At 2:05 p.m., Lette, his hands noticeably shaking, mounted the
platform, and seated himself in front of a jostling crew of newsmen.
Lette read from a self-prepared speech, stating that, since war
"does not improve the state of the world ... I am therefore against
war."
Lette decried the approving attitude, as he termed it, of Americans toward the killing of " ’dirty Conunie’ guerrillas." "These socalled guerrillas are human beings no different from ourselves."

Photo by Paul Sequeira
FATHER’S PLEARoger Lette with draft card
in hand, turns to his father, Thomas. Amid the
jeering crowd, the elder Leide pleaded with his
son not to burn his card. Only minutes later,
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FAB TO Consider
Budget Requests
At Board Meeting
ASB Treasurer Rick Trout announced the following budgets will
be considered at tomorrow afternoon’s Financial Advisory Board
(FAB) meeting:
KSJS, Associated Women Students. Women’s Extra-murals
a)vards request, Reed magazine
and the Pacific Neighbors Board
equest.
FAB is a student -faculty-administration committee which makes
rocomendations on all ASB budget
requests.
Trout said he expected FAB to
complete action on all the budgets
at its meeting. A number of these
budgets, notably KSJS and the
Reed magazine requests, have been
pending FAB items for a few
weeks.

Miss Dorothy Ann Morris, in fears and visibly
shaken, jumped onto the platform in an effort
to disuade Lette from committing the planned
federal felony.

Erskine Caldwell Du.e
Wednesday for Visit
Erskine Caldwell, best selling
author of "Tobacco Road" and
"God’s Little Acre," will appear
here Oct. 27-28 as this semester’s
official Visiting Scholar.
Recognized as a widely traveled
ancl perceptive observer of the
contemporary scene here and
abroad, Caldwell will present his
personal impressions of life in the
USA and Mexico.
Some of his latest writings are,
"Around About America," and
"In Search of Bisect," in which he
describes his journeys in the
South.
He attended Erskine College,
the University of Pennsylvania
and the University of Virginia. Before launching his career as a
writer, Caldwell worked as a seaman, cotton picker, cab driver,
bodyguard, cook and waiter.
Caldwell has also worked as
foreign correspondent for Life
magazine and CBS NOW..

His novel, "God’s Little Acre,"
which the Saturday Review called
"one of the finest studies of
southern poor whites that has ever
come into ottr literature," has been
translated into 24 languages and
published in 26 countries.
"Tobacco Road," another of
Caldwell’s best selling novels, has
been dramatized by Joseph Kirk.
land and broke all records for the
New York stage.
Caldvvell’s usual topic in writing
is the life of the dispossessed, the
downtrodden, the sharecropper,
generally’ the underdog white or
black.
The author says that he writes
because he likes to, he always
iises f ict lona I characters, but
strives to make them true to life.
It takes him about 10 months to
write a novel.
While al S.IS. Caldwell will address the student txxly in a formol lecture and visit classes and
organizat ions.

’NO RIGHT’
Lette told the crowd, "I could no sooner kill the people of Viet
Nam than I could kill a member of my own family. For the same
reason . . . I believe the government has no right to order me to
kill the people of Viet Nam."
Crowd reaction to Lette’s speech was widely mixed with some
shouting approval, others yelling obscenities.
At the end of the speech, Lette offered "equal time" to his
hecklers, and David Blanton, 18, emerged from the crowd.
"Look at the realities of the situation," Blanton told Lette.
"Thinkfive years in jail and trying to raise $10,000." The maximum
penalty for willful destruction of a draft card is five years in jail
and a fine of $10,000.
Blanton denounced the crowd,
saying, "Each of you is responsible
for this action.’’
JEERS AND ANGER
The crowd responded with
jeers and angry calls, but Lette
calmed it down. He said, "I am
thinking of those five years. But
I think of the people in this war.
I think of the motherthe children whose lives have been
ruined and disfigured in this war."
As Lette concluded these remarks, a man leaped upon the
platform and cried, "I told this
boy last night I would come down
here to either take him home or
bury him. I’m his father and I
mean it."
Thomas Lette, the boy’s father,
was then forcibly restrained from
further actioti by Gene Lokey,
Brian Heggen and Lamy Collins,
all SJS students.
In the midst of the turmoil,
young Lette pulled his draft card
from his pocket as if to burn it.
He said, "Oppose war and work
for peace in every way you can."
FATHER STOPPED
Thomas Lette, unable to get
through the linked arms of the
three students who opposed his
intervention, thrust himself toward
his son, at last grabbing hold of
his son’s leg. Again, the elder
Lette was hurled back from the
pla t orm.
(Cleatlaued ea Page 3)
,

* * *
Elsewhere

WASHINGTON (UPI) Marine Corps Commandant Gen.
Wallace M. Greene Jr., has asked
that anti-draft pickets volunteer for humanitarian work in
Southeast Asia.
"Let them prove themselves
as good samaritans by crossing
the road to lift up their brothers,
to tend the sick, to feed the
hungry, to clothe tbe naked, to
shelter the homeless . . . rather
than pass by on the other side
of the street, with a placard on
their shoulder, a song on their
lips and hypocrisy in their
hearts."
OBJECTORS’ PROPOSAL
WASHINGTON (UPI) A
student organization that opposes the war in Viet Nam and
the draft wants President Johnson to permit Young Americans
to serve in the Peace Corps or
the Job Corps instead of the
armed forces,
In a telegram to the President
Wednesday, students for Democratic Society (SDS) said they
were propared "to work and die
for liberty as our generation has
done in Missi.s.sippi and Alabama,
but we are not prepared to decimate other peoples’ societies."

LEAVE HIM ALONENincteen-year-old Roger Lette stands in
deep perplexion as Miss Dorothy Morris, graduate drama major,
tells the crowd that there are better ways to protest war. Although Miss Morris was not personally acquainted with Lette,
she made a tearful plea to keep him from burning his draft card.
V=11111.11.11,,

Shock and Disgust
By RICH THAW
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The planned draft card burning on Seventh Street Friday
Afternoon covered a wide spectrum of human reaction. The
following statements are snatches of conversations overheard
during the demonstration.
shocked and disappointed at the crowd. How can
I am
people watch someone break his life in half and laugh at hint7
Not to go though with it took a lot more guts than to
carry it through.
Hey, baby, his dad was great. There’s no arguing with
him.
It was phony. He didn’t know how to get out of making
i he appearance. It seemed as if little Lette was asking for a
ay out. I’m serious, I’m serious, was his plea.
It’s the smartest thing he’s ever done.
He wants to hand the world over to foreign ’muthalis ’
foot off my arm.
Get your *$.8c%
If the FBI touches him, let’s beat hell out of them.
That’s Art Brown. isn’t it? From the look of his face,
being a journalist sure hasn’t hardened him.
I’m more embarrassed for the crowd than the "Secret
Storm" production on the podium. It wa.s like the Crucifbdon
of Jesus and all the Romans laughing and spitting on Him.
Man, old Lette sure has become a minor part in this thing.
He’s just some sort of tool, whether he knows it or not.
What’s all this have to do with draft cards?
This crowd’s mean. If he doesn’t do it there’s going to
be a rumble.
What’s happening?
It’s the Hell’s Angels!
This place is so crowded it’s beginning
to smell like
a gymnasium.
I’m only here to observe the creeps and malcontents.

Partial Text

Statement of First Decision
k a
partial text of
Roger laity’s statement. He
read this statement in explanation of his earlier division to
burn his draft card.

"I have been at this college for
one year. During that year I have
watched other people go on hunger
strikes, march to San Francisco,
and some destroy their draft
cards. Each time I felt that I ought
to join, but I told myself that I
had come here to study and not
to get involved in this type of
activity.
"I am now forced to ask myself a more fundamental question,
namely. what am I to do in this
world? A partial answer to my
question is that my purposeand
I hope your purpose -is to make
our world a better place to live in.

We must do this not only by improving our technology and our
medicine, but by improving ourselves.
"I do not feel that war improves
the state of the world. I am therefore against war. Now each cme
of us sees on all sides that we
do not always get along with one
another. We see such evidence in
Alabama, New York, Los Angeles.
and even on this very campus.
"This feeling stems in part fmm
our inability, or unwillingness, to
realize the essential similarity between individuals. We have, for
many years, failed to perceive this
similarity in our relations with
the American Negro.
"Undoubtedly, there are liberalminded persons among you who
will be willing to grant that Ne(Continued on Page 8>
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Reporter Hits
Protest Critics
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SCOTT MOORE

By TOM MEAD
Alartin Agronsky, CBS news reporter.
typified the feelings of this writer lasi
week when he reportedly said criticiantr
of the anti -Viet Nani demonstrationr
issued by President Johnson and Any
Gett. Nicholas Katzenbach are "shocking’
and "unfair."
To go one step further, this write!
also agreed with the visiting lecturer when,
in a taped interview, he said criticism’
of the anti-Viet Nant demonstration’s by
the administration may he more "1111
Anteriean" than the demonstrations them

Advertising Mgr., BOB SCHERNER

IV

Editorial Comment

IVIob Rule Reverses
’ Burn. baby. burn.’ it would be funny if there was
a riot and he and his datl got trampled
to death."
Sounds like NN atts, but it was San
Jose State College Friday afternoon as
a eophomore philosophy major attempted to demonstrate his convictions
hy burning his draft card.
The burning is illegal, according
to a fetleral law. but the deliberate
retluction of a man to side-show attraction is against a higher law.
Many San Jose State students apparently cut their afternoon classes to
watch the show. Their heckling and
their in -crowd conversation demonstrated this. When the show wasn’t
forthcoming. they said so. loudly and
often obscenely. Althoug Lette’s
action would Inn e been illegal, the
crowd’s actions were indefensible.
This tinte the shouting was not
done by the shaggy-haired bearded
group. They stood by and suffered the

remarks which came from what is
sometimes known as the -rall-rall"
crowd. clean-cut college boys.
Roger Lette was sltaking when he
stood on the Seventh Street stage and
said he was ready to face five years
in prison for what he believed. The
crowd seemed to sense he was scared
and went all out to break him down.
He was alone on the stage and
in the spotlight, while the hecklers
were safe, anonymous and hidden
among friends.
Those students who yelled for the
show to go on and when it didn’t suit
them, yelled obscenities and unpatriotic remarks which smeared the image
of SJS in front of reporters and cameramen from all news metlia. What
they did to today to Roger Lette and
to SJS will be witnessed on film and
heard on tapes throughout the country.
We hope they are as proud of their
actions as he was of the job he set out
to do before’ he realized he was being
used.

Opportunity Thrives
The SP, \ catlemic Master I’lan.
recently approved by the Board of
Trustees. will provide for introduction
of 16 new degree programs within five
years. ApprioN al of the plan is a significant step in the college’s long-range
goals of increased academic excellence.
At least one of the new programs,
the M.S. in cybernated systems, is described as a "pioneering and experimental" program within the state colleges. In planning this program, the
college and the trustees have indicated
their willingness to consider and adopt
the newer trends developing in society
and higher education.
Other baccalaureate and master’s
degree programs outlined in the Master Plan will present students with exciting 111.W possibilities of study. New
curricula in entomology. anthropology.
communications. and law enforcement
w ill meet increased student demands
in these areas.
At least two of the planned degrees. 1merican studies and behav ioral
sciences. are described as interdepartmental majors. Such programs are true
products of the -liberal arts" revolution which has recently characterized
higher education. They will attempt

to give students a thorough knowledge
in several different subject areas. We
suspect that these programs may prove
extremely popular with students AND
employment recruiters.
SJS currently offers 37 master’s
degrees, with enrolltnent running from
two students in one recently approved
program to more than 400 in education. Enrollment in the master’s degree
programs has substantially increased
since 1962. fully doubling in 16 of
the programs. This June the college
expects to award more than 450 master’s degrees.
The new Master Plan will provide
for an important increase in graduate
programs and students studying in the
graduate division. In planning for
these increases the college is demonstrating its desire to meet student
needs, keep pace with the trends in
higher education, and to accomplish
its goal of increased excellence.
Implementation of the Master I’lan
will mark a significant step in the
evolution of higher education at San
Jose State. Few events in recent
months lune had such meaning or import for the students and future of
this institution.
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"You handle the Viet Cong

ing today. the increasing academic
pressures which cut into students’
spare time. the highly developed social
and cultural programs under other
auspices widespread on many campuses, and the maturing student interest in those extracurricular activities
which have more inherent significance.
The sun isal and usefulness of
these sorieties will depend upon their
ability to adjust to advancing concepts
of social responsibility and intik idual
maturity.
Front Christian Science Monitor
The Colorado Daily
lAthersity of Colorado

you against

the homefront!"

Quote, Prank, ’Veto Wrong
Intellectuals Profess
’Equivocal Distrust’

our best interests at heart. They are seeking
to improve the image of SJS students and
the SJS campus by cooperating with the college in forming mature, responsible adults.
How can we ever thank them.

Editor:

Bob Vogel A6663

Prof. Koestenbaurn may be right in his
opinion that most intellectuals "unequivocally"
erxtorse Johnson’s policy on Viet Nam. Personally I think that most of them rather
equivocally distrust it.
As I have no more evidence to support my
opinion than he has to support his, I shall
let that alone. However, I must protest his
extraordinary statement that "no rational
human being could have made decisions that
differ radically from those of the President."
Does he think that intellectuals are not
cart-able orconsiaeilnit the "real" consequences
of "concrete" decisions? That might at least
explain his conviction that such individuals
support the war.
If. on the other hand, they are capable,
then how does he account for the opposition
of some of our most "realistic" commentators
like Hans Morgenthau and Walter Lippman,
or of some of our foremost academic Asian
specialists like Prof. Schurmann of Berkeley,
not to mention the multitude of creative
writers like Robert Lowell and Arthur Miller,
of social scientists like David Riesman and
Talcott Parsons, of Arnold Toynbee, the
historian, and Hans Bethe, the physicist?
Are these men classified as non-rational or
as non-human, or was Prof. Koestenbaum
just taking a philosopher’s holiday from rationality?
I’. H. King
Avast:ant Professor of Humanities

Fraternity Headliners
Hinder Image Change
Editor:
Once again the fraternity boys have captured the headlines of the Spartan Daily
(Oct. 21) with one of their outstanding performances. Such brilliant actions as having
a topless dancer on a roof. engaging in water
fights, and sending each other on one-way
plane trips show real class.
They also show that these fraternities have

etrospect

15 YEARS AGO

Greeks’ Survival Test

I’ll cover

Thrust and Parry

SJS in

GUEST EDITORIAL
American fraternities and sororities. often an object of considerable
curiosity 011 the part of those from
other lands. are significantly changing
their way of life in a race for sum ival.
Basically. they are struggling to catch
up with the times.
,The Greek letter societies began to
come under fire for their extreme
hazing practices. the relatively poor
scholastic record of their members,
and their racial and religious discrimination.
Now they are also in difficulty because of the housing competition which
the universities themsels es are offer-

selves.

Patty Burke was selected as the 1950 SJS
Homecoming Queen and was attended by Alice
Dougherty and Barbara Lindquist. The regal
group was presented with gifts at a football
rally for the Homecoming game with St.
Mary’s.
10 YEARS AGO
Sophomores decided to wind up their upcoming Gorgeous Gams Contest with a "Bermuda Shorts" dance, Applicants will be narrowed down to ten by a panel of judges and
then the winner will be chosen by SJS students at the dance.
5 YEARS AGO
The 1960 Homecoming Queen was a 20-yearold senior journalism mator from India who
was a member of the 1956 Indian Olympic
team
The beautiful track star was named the
most beautiful athlete at the Olympics held
at Melbourne, Australia. She holds numerous
Asian sprint and hurdle records.
Before coming to S.’S, she attended the
University of BOutbay.

Champion Chessmen
Ask Reconsideration

FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT
In this writer’s opinion, such criticism
is un-Arnerican because it iolates a basic
fundamental right of each citizen.
The students, faculty members and res
idents iiarticipating in the Berkeley dem
onstrations were within their rights tt
speak out against U.S. involvement ir
Viet Nam.
It was also within their rights to mare!
to the Oakland Army Terminal.
CONTAIN SENTIMENT
Had they not spoken out, but insteat
chosen to contain their sentiments tt
themselves, our nation would have heel
the less.
It is shocking and almost inconceivabb
that leaders of this nation would condetnt
this type of action.
If they fear "the other side" wool(
use such anti-U.S. policy demonstration
as propaganda, they are right.
PROPAGANDA RIGHT
However, the propaganda would bene
fit the U.S., in the long run.
it wouldn’t take the Viet Congs ver3
long to realize that in the United States
residents can sal. what they feel. Can thel
speak freely in their own country?

Editor:
The ASB president, John Hendricks, has
chosen to veto the Student Council appropriation of S150 for the SJS chess team. This
team is presently the national collegiate
champion arid vvould seem to deserve the
school’s support. We own no chess pieces,
boards or clocks at present. I hope this action will be reconsidered.
Dr. Arthur H. Rogers
Assistant Professor, counseling and psychology
Faculty Adviser, Chess Club Teiun

Cold Fact Shadows
Any Rationalizations
Editor:
Whatoer rationalizations are offered for
the undeclared war in Viet Nam or for the
means by which it is being fought, there is
one hard cold fact that every thoughtful
American ought to consider: we hanged Nazi
Germans less than 20 years ago for the same
kinds of actions that Americans are performing in Viet Nam today.
James Young A5535
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Book Mark
Erasmus’ Theory:
Love Brings Peac
By SANDE LANGE
"The Complaint of Peace," "Querel
Pacis" and "Peace Protests," are titl
given to a monologue written in 1521 b
Erasmus, Dutch schola r, writer an
humanist.
As Book ’I’alk reviewer, Dr. Albe
l’orter, associate professor of business, co
trasts this essay on moral character an
government with "The Prince" by Mac
iavelli.
CLIMB TO POWER
"The Prince," although written alto
the same time as "The Complaint
Peace," expresses diametrically oppos
ideas. "The Prince" follows the idea th
in order for a man to climb to power a
bold it, he must be divorced of ethic
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"The Complaint of Peace" converse
declares that nian ran lose him fellow m
only when he understands them, and on
through love can peace and power
obtained.
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ERASMUS AT SJS
Dr. Porter contends that Erasmus It
been at SJS for many years, overlooki
the Home Economics Quad from the c
circled frieze above the south door.
Erasmus, Dr. Porter explains, w
illegitimate, a stigma he deplored all I
life. He was shanghaied into a monaste
at age 18, escaped several times but iv
always forced to return.
Sotne of Erasmus’ keenest thrusts
satire were leveled against the monan
system.
‘FRANKLINESQUE’
Dr. Porter tleseribes Erasmus as
Vance Packartl of his day. He wrote
type of "Ben Franklinesque" criticism
titled "Adages" in 1500 where he satiriz
parts of society. He was an enormous p
fishing success and is named by Porter
the first best selling author.
Erasmus is best noted for "In Pra
of Foil’," a blast at Pope Julius II wit
triumphal entry into Bologna at the he
of the armies infuriated the pacif
Erasnms.
"The Complaint of Peace" is the fi
of Erasmus.’ anti -war
ai
col
Wilms and his constriarthe plop*,

for achieving ’Peace.
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ts From Bach to Swinging Jazz
CS

Students Find Relaxation in SJS Music Library
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By SHARON SAKI
Swum Dalb Staff Writer
Are you tired ... frustrated ... bored?
Downing the latest super relief pill might help. but a more economical and healthy suggestion would be to let one cf ihe record-.
on the fourth floor section of the SJS Libraiy rid you of your woes
According to Rosemary Thorne, records librarian. approx;mately
17,000 recordings line the shelves; 1,000 discs were added during the
past year.
"We try to comply with student and faculty requests LtA
as possible," she said.
EARPHONE LISTENING
Students may listen to records tnrough earphones in one of 22
listening booths or without earphones m one of seven listening rooms.
A quick glance through the cara catalog shows that records
are filed like books according to composer, subject. title.
Alphabetical titles range from "A -B -C Fun, Songs and Games
for Growing Boys and Girls" to "Zurich String Quartet."
ALL MUSIC
Types of records include classical tunes, children’s songs and
games, folk music, show tunes, operas, plays, poems, speeches rind
sporting events.
Some of the older recordings can be checked out for a sveek,
but most of them must be used in the library, Miss Thorne said.
Although the majority of students who use the records are from
the Music, English and Education departments, many persons just
come in for relaxation.
Why do students use the record library?
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RECORDS, RECORDSMore than 17,000 records are included in SJS’ library collection and
they provide entertainment as well as study
material. Sue Fields, freshman French m,;or frc n

Card Burning Stopped
By Tearful SJS Coed
(Continued from Page I)
As his father argued violently
with the students in his path,
young Lette stood undecided upon the platform.
At the height of the tumult,
Dorothy Ann Morris, graduate
student majoring in speech and
drama, already in tears, jumped
onto the platform next to Roger.
Ignoring the yelling students
surrottnding the podium, Miss
Morris addressed herself directly
to young Lette saying, "You don’t
know what you’re doing. My father
has worked in a prison, and he’s
told me what it’s like. Don’t sacrifice yourself for these people."
"These people," Miss Morris
cried, glancing around at

the gathered students, "don’t care
about you. Let them get up here.
Don’t make a martyr of yourself
for them."
BACKS DOWN
Placing her arms on Lette’s
shoulders, Miss Morris pleaded for
several minutes with the student
to reconsider. Lette, obviously
under great strain, broke down.
Tears were evident on his face
as Lette took up the microphone
again: "I will not destroy my
card right now."
The crowd roared, partly in approval and partly in displeasure
with Lette’s announccment.
The elder Lette, iorced to the
sidelines, said, "I’m sure now
that boy won’t burn his card now."

First of Tri-C Lectures
To Cover ’Eternal Realities’
Student Baptist Organization
(Tri-C), will hold its first in a
eries of lectures tonight at 8 in
D239.
Lambert Dolphin, co-author of
’Contemporary Christians on Camus," which appears in the Sparan Daily will begin the series
ith "Eternal Realities in the
cientific Age."
Dolphin, assistant manager of
he Radio Physics Lab at the
tanford Research Institute in
teal Park, has recently returned
rom speaking engagements in
airope this past summer where
e and nine other Christian Laylen spoke and shared their perronal faith. Their tour included
-’ngland, Denmark and Germany.
This is his first time to speak
t SJS, Glenn Rose, president of
ri-C, said.
LAMBERT DOLPHIN
Dolphin’s article appears in nine
. . . former agnostic
>ay area college papers including
tanford’s, added Rose.
Dolphin, an agnostic scientist
will three years ago, will discuss
is rea.sons for embracing Chrisianity, after years of questions
nd doubts.
The lecture will be followed by
question and answer period.
The purpose of Tri-C, the span or of the talk, is to provide a
The London Raideis, a lock
reater understanding of claims of
ristianity, added Glenn Rose. and roll hold, will provide music
for a Sparta Life rally today on
Seventh Street from 11:20 a.m. 1,
12:30 pm.
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eace Corps Drive

The Peace Corps opens its third
nnual membership drive on the
JS campus today.
A six -man team will nixrate
formation booths in the Enineering portico, in the Educaon Building, and near the library.
’The group will remain here until
aturday," said Anthony. Essaye,
Ito is in charge of advance Peace
rps preparation.

150,1aW

Los Gatos, selects a favorite tune from the
stacks and Dale Peterson, senior history major
from Campbell, uses one of seven listening
rooms to combine study with relaxing music.

’Halloween’
Theme Set
At Co-Rec
Students whn attend Co-Rec
Wednesdhy night won’t have a
ghost of a chance of missing early
Halloween fun, Joanie Ferguson,
Co-Rec representative, said.
Music for the "G raveyard
Stomp," which starts at 7:30 p.m.
will be provided by the "GDI’s,"
who performed laSt semester.
An apple bobbing contest for
couples will be one of two special
events (luring the band break at
8:30. according to Miss Ferguson.
Co-Rec leaders have consented to be the ’targets’ for
make-up goop applied in a lively
team competition," she announced.
A special volleyball tournament
for teams of three men and three
women will occupy the main Women’s Gym. Badminton games will
be moved to the Men’s Gym for
the e ening.

College To Honor
Charles Gubser
At Special Dinner
Congressman Charles S. Gubser
Ft-Gilroy), grand marshal for the
1965 Homecoming, will be honored
at a banquet at the Villa Felice
Restaurant in Los Gatos at 7
p.m. Thursday, Nov. 4.
Assemblyman George Milias (R Gilroy), will be guest speaker at
the banquet. Ben Reichmuth, president of the alumni association,
and John Hendricks, ASB president, will present the awards to
the grand marshal.
Dennis Brusaschetti, director of
grand marshal activities. reported
invitations have been sent to noted
alumni, civic leaders and SJS
faculty.
Tiekets for the banquet are on
sale at the Student Affairs Business Office for $4 each. Deadline
for tieket sales is Monday, Nov. 1.
Gubser, now in his seventh term
in Congress, will also appear at
ton informal reception for the SJS
faculty at 2 p.m. Friday, Nov. 5,
in Home Ec 1.

Job Interviews -sAli interviews are held in the
Placement Center, ADNI234. tppointnient sign-ups begin in
Tuesday% for C011ipally interthe folloulng ueck. JanVie%
uary grad% may obtain further
schedule information at the
Placement Center.
TODAY
Alameda County Probation Department: sociology, social welfare, psychology, sociological science and criminology majors for a
position as a deputy probation officer trainee. Must be a U.S. citizen:
Contra Costa County: group
counselor, jtatior civil engineering,
civil engineering, year of graduate
work in criminology, educational
or clinical psychology or social
welfare, probation officer, business
administration and accounting maJors for positions as accountant.
auditor I. assistant sanitarian,
civil engineer, group counselor,
probation officer and social worker. Must be a U.S. citizen. Male
or female. Area of work is Contra
Costa County.
Ernst and Ernst, accounting and
business administration majors for
positions as audit staff assistants.
Male only. Area of work is the
U.S.
TOMORROW
West I n ghouse Electric Corp.:
electrical engineering and mechanical engineering majors for
positions In research and development; design and application engineering; manufacturing engineering: technical marketing and purchasing. Must be U.S. citizen.
Male or female. Area of work is
mostly in the East exeept technical marketing availabie in both the
East and West.
ESL, Incorporated: electriral engineering majors for positions as

interviews To Begin

Committee iniersiews are
schedultcl for rill of this week. All
intiaviews are held in the College
Union.
Interviews will be held today at
13 p.m. to choose a chairman and
1 four member:: for the ASB Hospitality Committee.
The committe provides hospiGary Nichamin, general man- tality’ programs for visiting digager of, Sparta Life, will serve as nitaries.
emcee for the rally.
iThe Art Planning Committee,

Magazine staff members will be
circulating leaflets and selling
subscriptions for the new campus
magazine. There v.ill be three issues this academic year, with the
first one due for release in early
December.

STUDENTS’ VIEW
David Blanton, freshman political science major from Sunnyvale.
said he goes to the record section three times a week.
"I have all morning free on Monday, Wednesday and Friday so
I come about 9 a.m. to listen to records and du my homework. I like
music and it helps me to study," Blanton said.
Steven Morris, junior zoology major from Fullerton, interrupted
his reading of an invertebrate zoology text while listening to the
strains of ’’Cante Flamenco’’ to explain that he comes about twice
a week to study and relax.
ROUTINE BREAK
"It gives me a break in the routine of reading." he explained.
Denise Dumalante, freshman math major from Santa Clara. said,
"This is my first time here. I have a big record collection at tome.
and I’d likte to see what kind of jazz records they have h.ere.’
Students aren’t the only ones using the record libraty. As lir
was entering a listening room, Martin Kalman, General Electric employee, explained that he came during his Iiinch hour ta listen to
Dylan Thomas read "Under Milk Wood."
STUDY PURPOSE
Showing that students also use the records for studies, Lloyd
Gillespie, a senior industrial arts major. explainer! that he was learning to recognize different male and female vocalists for a music
literature test.
So if you want music to study by, to relieve tensions, or to pass
the thne of day, mosey over to the library stacks, grab a platter
and spin it.
It’s not guaranteed to cure all your troubles, but it just might
help!

charge of formulating a long
range master plan for campus cultural projects will hold interviews
today at 2 p.m.
A chairman and three menibers
of the Community Service Comtnittee will be selected by Interviews held tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
Interviews will also be held tomorrow at 2 p.m. for three members of the Personnel Selection
Committee.

engineers, technical staff. Must be
a U.S. citizen. Area of work is
Palo Alto.
Haskins & Sells: accounting majors for positions as staff accountants. Male or female. Area of work
is San Francisco, Bay Area and
Northern California,
Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company: electrical engineering.
mechanical engineering and math
majors for positions in associate
engineers or scientists in aerospace research and development.
Must be U.S. citizen. Male or
female. Area of work is Palo Alto
or Sunnyvale.
’WEDNESDAY
Ca I i milt Packing Corpora t ion:
1 Position . . . accounting, business, economics, liberal arts (office
type position) 2) position two . .
marketing, business administration, liberal arts (interested in
sales) for positions in 1) business
training program for accounting,
finance and other office functions;
2) marketing training program for
sales. Must he a U.S. citizen. Area
of work is primarily in San Francisco.
Igratlon and NaturalU.S.
ization Service: business administration, police science or criminology majors and others are acceptable for positions as an immigration patrol inspector, Must be
a U.S. citizen. Male only. Area of
work is the land borders and gulf
coast.
Fairchild Semiconductor: electrical engineering, industrial engineering, chemistry, physics, metallurgy, mechanical engineering,
chemical engineering. ceramic engineering and physics majors. also
MBA with technical undergraduate
degree for positions in product
management trainee, applications
engineer, research and development laboratory. product marketing engineer and materials engineer. Permanent visa status if not
U.S. citizen. Male only. Area of
work is Mountain View. Palo Alto,
San Rafael, Portland, Maine.
Great Southern Corporation:
business rind economics majors, for
positions in mortgage and sales
represen t a t iv e. Male or female.
Arta of work is California.

MUSIC THROUGH ’PHONESKen Caneoa, senior from Los
Gatos, listens intently to music through earphones in preparation
for a recreation class Canepa is using one of 22 listening booths
equipped ith earphones.

Voters To Break
Election Deadlock
13alluting fur three freshman
candidates vying fur two Student
Council seats will be Wednesday
and Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to
7:30 p.m.
Barry Brown (SPUR), John
Graham and Barry Turkus (SPUR)
were tied as balloting closed last
Thursday with 386 votes each.
This was the first election tie in

Text of Statement
For Card Burnina
(Continued fr

Page I)

ASH history, Ellis Ruttier, ASB
Election Board chairman said.
Brown has stated: "I would like
to see a gradual easing of restrictions regarding two semester housing contracts."
In a statement Graham said: "I
seek the office of freshman representative in order to initiate,
support and effectuate programs
designed at increasing and enhancing the cultural, social and
oducational opportunity of all students."
Turkus has said; "I strongly
support a substantial increase in
the salaries of the professors of
SJS"

gro individual is, after all, not
su much different from yourself.
He has the same fears, the same
hopes, the same human inadequacies we all share. Yet how
many of us are able to view the TODAY
people of Viet Nam in the same
AIESEC Committee
(SAM),
light?
3:30 p.m., Barracks 3t2 SAM of"We must not let our sympathy,
fice. regular meeting.
our compassion, our love, or our
Humanists on CILIUM& 7:30 p.m’., ’
humanity stop at the national
boundary. . . . I could no sooner CH161, discussion on "The Sexual
kill the people of Viet Nam than Ethic of Today’s America."
TRI-C (Student Baptist OrI could kill a member of my own
ganization), 8 p.m., ED239, Lam’family.
"For the same reason that I be- bert Dolphin, co-author of "Conlieve the government has no right temporary Christians on Campus,"
to order me to kill my own fam- speaks.
Pi Omega Pi (Business Educaily, it has nu right to order me
to kill the people of Viet Nam. tion Honorary) 3:30 p.m., TH45,
"I am sure you are all asking, ’business meeting.
’Why is he doing this? Doesn’t he TOMORROW
realize the consequences?’ I hme
Alpha. Pill Omega, National
carefully considered this decision
and I have not thrown reason to Service Fraternity, 7:30 p.m.,
ED331, regular business meeting.
the side.
Circle K Club, 1:30 p.m., Home
"I have considered that I may
be able to protest more etfectively Ec. Lounge, regular meeting.
Social Work Club, 3:30 p.m.,
out of jail. I want to impress upon
you that my protest is not a ’one CHI67, group dynamics.
shot affair.’ Not only do I intend
Spartan Spears. 6:15 p.m., ED
to destroy as many draft cards 414, regular meeting.
as this country CUM’S to give me,
Kaydetts, 7 p.m., Catholic Wombut I am ()musing war in every en’s Center, exchange
with Sparway I can.
tan Sabres, wear uniforms.
"Today I have begun a life-long
Campus Christian Center, 7 p.m.,
process. I realize that my future Campus Christian Center, 300 S.
is at stake. A college education 10th St., guest speaker.
means my whole life to me. HowSpartan Sabres, 7 p.m., Garden ever, this consideration is sec- City Hofhrau, 51 S. Market St.,
ondary to my consideration for rush function.
the human race.
"It is unlikely that I will greatly WEDNESDAY
change the future of the human
Phrateres. 6 p.m.. College Unrace, but I believe every one of ion. regular meeting.
us has a duty to oppose the evils
Alpha Eta Sigma, 5 p.m., Initiawhich ireset mankind. We moist lion Ceremonies. Memorial Chapel,
do this with all the jx)wer we ro..if) p.m , Annual Fall Banquet.
possess.
Irou’s Village. 1465 W. San Carlos.
SJS Demovratic Club, Home
"I realize I will hurt both my
family and friends and this pain - Ec3. 3 pm., coffee meeting.
siS Amateur Radio Club, 2:30
me greatly. However, if we are
E236, regular meeting.
to have peace, we must dedicate
ourselves toi peace. Peace does not
allow room for selfishness.
I am thinking not only of my
family. but of all the bundles
Dr. Riehard Totnsey, pmfessor
which will suffer in mankind’s
of art, will speak on "Contempowars.
rary Sexual Revolution" at to"This card is a symbol. It repnight’s Humanists on Campus
resents the oppression, injustice,
I HOC) meeting.
misery, and death of war. By this
The talk will begin at 7:30 in
Oecupational Therapy Club will act I dedicate my life to the active CH161.
hold their weekly meeting tomor- opposition to war and to particiDennis Huntington. HO(’ vieerow afternoon from 4 to 5 p.m. pation in peace."
president, urges all students tO
in H301.
taigned)---Roser Lette attend.

0.T. Club Meets

Spartaguide

Humanists Meet

Monday, October 25, 1965
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Introducing the Band-Aides . .

Dick Barrymore Narrates

Ski Club To Present
’Winter Spell’ Film
By DICK DAVIN
phoInternationally-knosyn
tographer Dick Barrymure will
present and narrate hi, htest

rOpen Tonight
Until 9 p.m.
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ski film, "Winter Spell," tomorrow evening at 8:30 in the San
Jose Civic Auditorium.
The 90-minute color film is
ponscreci by the SJS Ski Club.
I3arrymore, world renowned
t,d. his ski films, traveled over
-0,990 miles gathering footage
:or "Winter Spell."
FIL.MED IN WYOMING
The story of the movie cenrers on the adventures of seven
kiers as they explore the wilderness regions of Teton National Forest in Wyoming aboard
three snow vehicles.
While stranded at 9,000 feet
in a snow storm, the men reminisce about their skiing experiences in Austria, Switzerland,
Italy, Spain and France. When
the storm clears, the men find
a perfect skiers’ paradise out,ide their tents.
CAMERAS ON HELMETS
In addition to shots of Europe and Wyoming, the film introduces an idea originated by
Barrymore, a competitor’s eye
view of slalom racing. To get
these shots, Barrymore mounted
cameras on the helmets of the
competitors.
"This is the best film Barrymore has produced, and this will
be the only time it will be shown
in this area at this price," Dick
Johnson, president of the ski
club, said.
TICKETS ON SALE
Tickets are $1.50 and may
be purchased at the Student Affairs Business Office or at the
box office. Door prizes, including skis and poles, will be given
out after the film, according to
John.son.
Proceeds of the film will be
used to sponsor a ski club ski
team that plans to compete with
teams from other colleges.

Friday Nov. 5 8:30 pm
SAN JOSE CIVIC
AUDITORIUM
Tickets $4.50 3.50 2.50
At. San Jose Box Office
40 W. San Carlos St.
295-0888
Tickets a SO ava’ ab’e rt
Spartan Mr.sic

KSJS-FM Program
TODAY, 90.7
5 p.m.Campus Program
5:55 p.m.Lockheed Digest
6 p.m.Spartan Spectrum
6:15 p.m.BBC World Report
6:30 p.ns."A Matter of
Morals"
7 p.m.Queen Candidates
8 p.m.Archives

CLIP THIS COITPON

,

Spioni’s, SPECIAL FOR
535 L. .‘,anta Clara
pre

..

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the fourth of a seris introducing to readers mothers of the coed dancing
group known as the Band -Aides. The Bsnd-Aides are 12 SJS students who perform original dance
routines to music provided by the Spartan marching band during halftime at various athiefic events.

St. ONLY

This coupon, and $1.19 is good for a complete, delicious Family Night Dinner (regularly $1.59 and a bargain at that!), each
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday through
Oct. 27. Remember ... offer expires Oct.
27! Coupon good at Spivey’s 535 E. Sattta
Clara St., only.

SPIVEY’S
S35 E. Santa Clara St.

293-2920

SUZI SEYDEL

KAREN ANN MARTELLA

JEAN FLEMING

MAXINE FORBES

A newcomer to the BandAides this year is 19-year-old
Suzi Seydel, junior social science and speech correction major from Sacramento. Miss Seydel proved to be such an accomplished tap dancer and ballet
student In her youth that she
was asked to teach those dances
for two years. She enjoys sewing, knitting, swimming, water
and snow skiing. When asked
why she decided to try-out for
the Band -Aides, Miss Seydel replied, "I love to dance and wheneer I watched the Band -Aides
perform it always looked like so
much fun."

Brown-haired, blue-eyed Karen
Ann Martella is no stranger to
dancing and dance routines. The
19-year-old sophomore has six
years of dancing with experience in tap, ballet and modem.
Coming from Castro Valley, the
coed is a new member of the
Band-Aides. An English major,
Miss Martella is a member of
Delta Gamma Sorority. She is
also a director and choreographer of the PFRC teen shows.
Upon graduating from SJS, she
intends to become an elementary teacher.

Jean Fleming is one of the two
Band-Aides leaders this year.
The senior social science major
is 21 years old, has blonde hair,
hazel eyes and stands 5-foot 8
in height. Besides beauty, Miss
Fleming has brains and keeps
a 3.1 grade point average in academic efforts. She was a member of the honor society at
Diablo Valley Junior College.
Sports, piano-playing, sewing and
and singing are some of her
favorite past-time activities. The
veteran band-aide member has
been instructed in modern dance
for two years and says that she
"loves" performing.

Maxine Forbes, 21 -year-old
junior, says she has no dancing
training but has a love of music
and dancing. The blonde, blueeyed Band-Aide was a song girl
in high school arid this is her
second year with the Band-Aides.
Miss Forbes also enjoys water
skiing, swimming, and tennis.
She is the secretary-treasurer
and costume keeper of the Band Aides. She is a speech major
from Wisconsin and has lived In
San Jose for 10 years. She said
the Band-Aides are like one big
family and on the way to the
games the football players act
like big brothers to the girls.

Research Reports Claim
Tardiness ’Fashionable’
Ks GA1
LEY
ttit’s Editor
UPI I
It is said that the only living
thing that is on time these days
is the snap bean. It pops up
exactly eight days after planting.
True or not, tardiness has become almost a ritual at the
theater, the college classroom
and with the RSVP card.
Why are some people habitually late? The answers open a
whole Pandora’s box of psychological theory, says a new treatise
on promptness and tardiness.
The paper was put together by
researchers for Westclox
to mark the return of most
of the nation to standard time.
’IN’ TO BE LATE
Observers of human behavior
say the habitually tardy may
feel it is "fashionable" to be
late and am determined to be
fashionable.
Tardiness may give drama to
the situation. By keeping everyone waiting at the party, one
sets the stage for a dramatic entrance and then, for a few minutes at least, the person captures everyone’s attention.
SUBCONSCIOUS SULK
Dr. Eli Feldman, clinic director for the Long Island Consultation Center, says that beim

Coming: November 4 and 5, 1965
HUGHES announces
campus interviews for
Electronics Engineers and
Physicists receiving
B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. degrees.
Contact your Placement Office
immediately to arrange an
interview appointment.
Or write: Mr. A. J. Simone
Hughes Field Service & Support
P.O. Box 90515
Los Angeles, California 90009

Artist Leonard Baskin
To Exhibit Works Here

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
U. S. CITIZENSHIP SEQUINED
An equal opportunity employer.

ReMELBOURNE wig)
ports Prince C’harles is in for a
rough time when he goes to a
frontier school in Australia next
year are exaggerated, the acting headmaster said Tuesday.
But he will have to get a haircut.
V. M. Tunbridge, the headmaster, termed "a lot of rubbish" those London reports that
the students at the timbertop
school in Australian bush country were "arrogant" and that
"If the prince is bumptious they
will give him a bad time."
One thing that will be demanded during the 16-year-old
Charles’ three and a half month
stay at the school, is shorter
hair than he now wears.
His tousled, slightly beatletype locks will have to go in
favor of the short hair on the
quite a
back and side not
crew cut -- demanded by the
school.

Custom Cleaners
481 E. San Carlos
between 10th and llth

"Redi-Room"
Dancing Nightly
Featuring:

"The
Regimentals"

Sunday Session
late is one torm of subconscious
Starting at 4 p.m.
sulkinga means of "getting
Baskin, whose works reveal
American artist Leonard Bas4340 Moorpark at Saratoga
even" with another person or
directness, strength and texture,
kin will display prints and books
group. Feldman’s theories are
is known for exploiting the
at the SJS Art Gallery tomorincluded in the resesarch of
graphics me d i a. Traditional
row through Nov. 16.
the timepiece manufacturer.
black and white are essential
The show. circulated by the
Feldman feels that the chroto Baskin’s concept of printMuseum of Modem Art, New
nically tardy still long for the
making.
York City, will include over 100
timeless omnipotence of their
prints, two wood blocics and one
His involvement with the art
early years. They have never
book which has been printed by
of the past can be seen in his
fully accepted the respprisitglity_ -Brericirrlirown press, the-Efehenna --"phrtralts- of ’ noSfritenibrandf.
and the reality of time in relaPress.
Velasque and Blake, done after
tion to other people.
their deaths.
STRENGTH
REVEAL
"It is excusable for a baby to
He has collaborated with other
displayed
will
inworks
The
be late for its feeding," Feldartists including Rico Lebrun.
clude art Baskin created from
man says, "but adults are not
In
a series of illustrations for
1951 to the present. Wood enbabies . . ."
Melville’s "Encantadas," Legravings, linoleum engravings,
brun made the design and BasBATTLE OF SEXES
woodcuts and etchings will be
...lie
..
we"
kin cut and printed it.
Don’t forget that the power
shown. The sizes of the works
play between the sexes often is
vary from a miscule print leARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE
a reason also for tardiness. Many
signed as a bookplate, to the
Baskin, artist-in-residence at
young women keep their dates
door-size "Man of Peace" and
Every Mon., Tues.,
Smith College lives in Northwaiting as a matter of policy.
"Hanged Man."
hampton, Mass. He attended
and Wed.
Many young men are late too.
Yale School of Fine Arts and
By arriving late, the young man
completed
his
studies
at
the
hides how much he really cares
New School for Social Research
for the girl and protects his
in New York City.
vulnerability.
All you can eat
Baskin began printmaking in
All tardiness does not have to
1949. He immediately won nahave deep psychological motiva$1.00
ENGAGEMENTS
tional prizes and established his
tion, say the researchers. On
Gwen Galusha, Alpha Phi soreputation.
a simpler livel, there are the rority member and junior social
Free parking af Al’s & Earl’s
38 S. 3rd St.
differences between people, their
The Gallery, in the east wing
science major from Newport
schedules, the demands of their
of the Art Building, is open
Beach, has announced her beenvironment.
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
trothal to Randy Wright, a Theta
through Friday, and from 1:15
Chi fraternity member and sento 5 p.m. Sundays, during schedior business management student
72 E. Santa Clara Street
uled exhibitions.
from Newport Beach.
421200000CrJe-00000001DC/’
Arnetta Heaton, solahomore
English major from Cupertino
.,_111111111111110011111111111111111IIIIIMR1111111011111111111E111111111111111Mffil ith 111110011111milIMIUMMENNIBM1111111111111111111111119111111
has become engaged to Chuck
iT
Paid Religious Advertisement
5_
Rubin, a senior journalism student. The couple have set August
for a wedding.
3

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Vetetts ETS
SPECIAL

SPAGHETTI

BEAU TIES

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE

PINNING
Bissau Olden, senior English
major from West Los Angeles,
and Steve Arnold, senior physical education student from
Art:go, have announced their
pinning. Arnold is affiliated with
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.

3
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The Finest
FOOD
Fish & Chips
Pork Pies
Sausage
66

DRINK
Vir Beer
Mon., Wed.

3

ENTERTAINMENT
The
"House Pete"

3
E.-

Doke of York flub
577 W. Alma

Don’t Re a Conformist

Why conform to a decadent, dying world? Isn’t life more than
tract homes and a color TV set7 Shou’dn’t success be more than two
cars in the garage and a summer home in the mountains? Isn’t there
more to life than Leaping up with the Joneses and going along with
the crowd?
God, too, is against drabness and staleness and confcrmitythat
sterile sameness which reduces men to robot,. and life to mre drudgery. Nor is the alternative to con orrnity revolution.
It comes At a surprise to many to learn that Jesus Christ h
Against rules and regulation!, ritual and ceremony, conformity end
emptiness. He is the One who said, "I am come that they might
have lite and 11,0 more abundantly" (John 10:10).

Creating a new world with electronics

HUGHES

Young Prince
To Cut Hair
For School

It is a paradox, but nevertheless a fact, that a person becomes
free only when he yields the ih,oe of his life to the Lordship of
Jesus Christ. Although designed to be king over the kingdom of our
own life, each of us is a servant of sin, and
powers of evil,
until we individually ash Jesus Christ to set us fists. ("If the S011
shall make you free you will be free indeeerJohn 8:361.
Entrusting one’s life to the Mastery of Christ rel
man to be
all that his Creator has Mtended him fo be. All that has been built
into us can only be released and unlocked and unfolded as we seek
the power of the Lord Jesus Christ, for He is th Key to Life.
Dnn’l be a conformist! Let God transform your life. "
Give
Jesus Christ your bodies, as a living sacrifice, consecreted to Him
And Acceptable to Him. Don’t let the world around you sgueace you
into ifs own ruold, but let God remold your minds from within, so that
you may prove in practice that the plan of God for you is good,
meets all His demands And mnves toward the goal of frue maturity"
(Romans 12:1. 2 Phillips).

Contemporary C:hrsticins on C:alnipus
Box 11791 Palo Alto

Call 297.9920
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FORD’S
MUSTANG COLLEGE
SWEEPSTAKES
(OPEN TO COLLEGE SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS)
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171
eat
E. Earl’s

MUSTANGS
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A
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MUSTANG FREE AT GRADUATION
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NO RIDDLES, RHYIVIES-NOTHING TO BUY

SWEEPSTAKES RULES
Nothing to buy, just mail the entry coupon before November 15, 1965.
1. Only college seniors and graduate students will be eligible to enter the
Mustang College Sweepstakes.
2. Coupon must be received by no later than November 15, 1965, to be eligible
to win the use of a Mustang.
3. Each winner will be required to produce evidence that he or she is a college
senior or graduate student before any prize is awarded. Decision of judges
is final,

FILL IN AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
FORD’S MUSTANG COLLEGE SWEEPSTAKES
P.O. BOX 1317
DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48231
I am a Ecollege senior, Dgraduate student. Please enter my name In the
Mustang College Sweepstakes.
PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT
Name
Home Phone Number

4. A winner of the use of a ’66 Mustang must be a licensed driver. Loan -outs are
for two weeks only. Winners are responsible for returning the loan -out Mustang
to the depot from which it was delivered.

State
City
Are you planning on buying a car in 0 mos.
0 yes
Do you own a car now?
0 no

5. Offer void wherever prohibited or taxed under state or local laws.

Signature
MAIL TODAY! Coupon must be received by November 15,1965

College
College Address
City
Home Address

:2\71JS.(13
AMERICAS TOTAL PERFORMANCE CARS

FORD
MUSTANG

FALCON

FAIRLANE

FORD

7Ip

State

THUNDERBIRD

0 12 mos.

7Ip
0 2 yrs.

t.--st’vitt

SALE
BOOKS
UP TO 950 OFF
1,..wn and Country V,ilage
‘-.1evens Creek & Winchester
Open Evenings and Sunday

OXII 1
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Soccer Star Fraser:
A Little of Everything

RE.

Water Poloists, Gridders
Top Week’s Sports Slate

SS Wins Again,
Topples Arizona

ink. id Ili,.
,ollege soccer players in the United States.
Daily Staff Writer
The 21 -year-old senior was born
lini Fraser, star in.side right on
By JEFF STOCKTON
the SJS soccer team. is a native in Ontario, near the U.S. border.
Daily Sports Editor
when
Peru,
Lima,
to
moved
and
resident
of
Peru
and
ut Canada, a
Ths store doesn’t indicate the true story as S.IS won Its second
!he was 20 months old.
gam in a row and second this season when the Spartans defeattsi the
73-WZA3129u2s--He first began playing soccer
University of Arizona 13-7 Saturday night at Tucson.
parwhen he was nine, and later
S.114 missives nullified several other touchdowns and the grldders
school
teitml
high
ticipated on his
Sparta lost the ball deep in Wildcat territory on other occasion’s.
in Lima. where the sport is as from
Once again the Spartan Idol/Inners tallied their points early In
big as football is in America.
had done two weeks ago agalmst Arizona State,
Fraser came to the U.S. in 1961 the contest as they
to attend junior college in Michi- winning 21-11.
Led by hard-driving fullback C’harlev Harraway, SJS marched 48
gan.
yards in seven plays after recovering a Wildcat fumble at mid -field.
"The school was just across the !
Harraway ran 17 yards tor the score and Rich Tatley converted with
border from my home town, so I
I:11i left in the otwning quarter.
I
was
while
relatives
lived with
On the first play in the ’second quarter, Rick Gaul policed up an
going there." he explained.
team’s 29.
Arizona fumble on the h
An illegal procedure penalty on the Wildcats put the ball on the
A MAT Ell R SOC(7ER
Since the college he attended 24 where Harraway ran for ’21. one, and then two yards for the touch(lid not have a soccer team, Fraser down. Talley’s conversion faded and the Spartans led the favored Arikept up with the spurt by playing zombi’s, 13-0.
Harraway. who eventually gained 93 yards in 18 carries to top the
for an amateur club in Ontario.
He transferred to SJS in Sep- Wildcats’ running threat, Brad Hubbert, by two yards, was praised
tember, 1963, and won the starting by head coach Harry Anderson.
"Harraway had one of him better nights. He picked up extra yards
right wing position on the Spartan
ed Anderson.
with extra tIfort,"
eleven the same year.
3toweri
/Zit, Marie
In the second half the Spartan offense missed several chances to
Fraser also played right wing
last season, when he was the add to their 13-point lead.
(THE campus florist)
After taking the opening kickoff of the hulf, &IS rambled to the
squad’s third leading scorer be8fh & Santa Clara
CY 5-4321
hind All-Americans Al Korbus and Arizona 37 before being htoppes1 two yards short of a first down. Tatley’s field goal attempt failed. Quarterback Ken Berry completed three
Efiok Akpan.
:.:.a-a-azjfirZa2ta191-ru
The blond star was honored passes in S many tries during the drive for 38 yards.
Late its the sante stanza, SJS went from its own 21 to the Wildearlier this year when his picture
appeared on the front cover of the cats’ the before IlarraWay fumbled the ball avvay at the goal line.
1965 NCAA soccer guide. He is .%gain. Berry’s passing and Harraway’s running carried the Spartans.
.trizona finally hit the scoreboard late ht the (hull quarter on a
also a leatling candidate for A11-1
quarterback Phil Albert to end ’Tim Plodinec.
three-yard pass
America honors.
SJS signal -caller Berry had as good night with his passes as he
With Korbus and Akpan grad- ’r
uated, Fraser is expected to carry ! completed 10 out of 19 for 105 yards.
;
llis Isnot-Ito reeeWers Were split -end Steve Cox, who snagged three
the Spartans’ scoring load this season. He got off to a slow start. aerials tor 21 yards, and tight -end Harry Kellogg, who had four recepscoring only one goal in the team’s tions tor 111 yards.
Kellogg 1 ted away one of the Spartans’ scoring opportunities
first four matches.
,,,
%then lie rumbled on the Arizona two-yard line after completing a 37THREE (AMIN
%ars! lin, pia% %%ill, Kerry.
Ile booted in t hree scores aga hist
Stanford last Wednesday, hoti.e\er.
and similar peiformances in future
produced and persnnally
games will boost SJS hopes for a
narrated by internationally known
,ectind straight NCISC title.
ski photographer Dirk Ilarrymore
Fraser feels that the Stanford
contest may be the turning point
San Jose Civic
of the season for the Spartans.
"We were behind 4-1 going into
the last quarter, and we came
back to win it," he said. "It really ! The Sig Ep-Sigma Pi fray was ties by Theta Chi and Delta Sigma
8:30 p.m.
helped our team spirit to win that he only Greek league football Phi, respectively.
purchase at Student Affairs Business
Sig Ep won their contest 13-2
one, and I think we have what contest to produce any scoring
Office or at San Jose Civic Box Office)
it takes now to win the rest of , Thursday, as league-leaders ATO on touchdowns by Bruce Campour games."
and SAE were held to scoreless bell and Jim McKee
,A 1,411 alate of , Mdependent
league action is on tap for today.
"A" league leader, Saces will
try to maintain their undefeated
i.ecurd when they take on a strong
Red Horde crew in the feature
attraction of the day.
The surprising K.C. All -Stars
tackle SAE No. 2 in the only other
"A" contest scheduled.
Second place Allen Hall will
try to stay in contention for the
"B.’ title, as they take on the
on-again, off-again Whiskey a
Go-Go contingent. Other "B"
meetings match first place Air
Force ROTC and Chi Pi Sigma,
and Newman Knights with Army
ROTC.

-a.E:olts

It can be said so easily
with flowers . . .

P-

Say It
With

DICK BARRYMORE’S
"Winter Spell

Spartan varsity water poloists
face the best team in the nation
in San Jose Friday night to highlight another fUll week of activity
for Spartan athletic squads.
UCLA, which was ranked No. 1
nationally by Swimming World
Magazine in preseason polls, comes
to town tts become the third top
squad in as many weeks to test
Lee Walton’s water dogs,
Saturday night the poloists face
UC at Irvine, a new school which
has already made a name for
itself in water polo circles. This
gttme is also in the Spartan pool.
ALBUQUERQUE GRID
The varsity footballers hit the
road again, traveling to New
Mexico this time for a day game
Saturday in Albuquerque,
New Mexico leads the Western
Athletic Conference with a 3-0
record and is paced by quarterback Stan Quintana.
Friday, Julie Menendez’ soccer
crew meets USF in one of Ole
big meets of the year.
Earlier in the season, the two
NCISC title-contenders battled to
a 1-1 tie. Friday’s game will be at
Spartan Stadium.

SPARTAN,
ROBERT’S,
CAL
ONLY

35c

Complete listings of all
student and facully members.

FRATERNITY STANDINGS
W
L
ATO
5
0
SAE
5
0
T Chi .
3
0
SChi
3
1
DSP
3
2
Sig Ep
2
4
LCA
2
5
I
5
Spi

B LEAGUE STANDINGS
W
L
AFROTC
5
0
Allen Hall
3
0
Moulder Hall
5
1
Whiskey A Go-Go
3
3
Chi Pi Sigma
2
2
AROTC
2
3
Newman Knights
2
4
Ma t Moss
0
6

0
1
0
0
2
1
1

WED. THRU SAT.
Oct. 27-39
College Theatre 8:15 p.m.
Student Tickets 75c
Box ()Moe Tel. 294-6414

Monday Nights

Beer
Nlug 20c

Pitcher $1.10

Corner of Oth & Santa Clara

286-76111

’BLUE CHIP’ DIVIDENDS
For 119 years, Connecticut
Mutual Life has paid dividends to its policy holders.
And CMI. dividends are
among the highest in the industr. This means you pay a
low net cost for CMG’s Blue
(:hip protection.

the ’Blue Chip’ Company
that’s low in net cost, too

So when you think insurance,
thi nk Connecticut Mutual,
the "Blue Chip" Company
with low net cost.

Fred Fernandez SJS ’59

Wayne Christensen SCU ’63
Terry Florian SCU ’63
Robert Quiel SJS ’59

Bernard Clinton SJS ’59

Robert T. Healey, C.L.U., General Agent
1671 The Alameda, Suite 311
’ VUIRITMCI, I

V(’
t’,;’

294-5660
ik4,

9

,,) Mt

CLUB LIDO
Presents . . .

T
1
3
1
0
2
1
0

III’

1G

WEEKLY
DANCE
CONTEST!

Wednesday Nite, Oct. 27

OUR APOLOGIES,
MEN

LAST CHANCE to hear the roekin’ sounds
of ... THE GAUCHOS!
William F. Williams of KLIV will be on
hand again to MC the DANCE CONTE,ST.

for being unable to contact all
those who have called and written for an appointment. Therti
are so many of you and so few
please be patirint
of us but
and we will be in touch soon.

-.CLUB LIDO
-4.-

University Trust
Program
434 E. William, Suite B
286-8165

By Sidney Kingsley

oll

T
2
1
3
2
1
1
0
0

A LEAGUE STANDINGS
W
L
Saces
6
0
0
Me and Them
5
2
Red Horde
4
K.C. All Stars
4
2
SAE No. 2
2
2
Blue Flame
2
4
;it.; Ep No, 2
1
4

DEAD END

College Bowl

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
D FACULTY
STUDE T
DIRECTORY
*me an -oak at ail three bookitore..6

Presents

Check the Action . . .
Do Some Research
There’sSomething‘Brewing’
.0

Very Little Scoring
In Fraternity League

Auditorium
Tuesday, Oct. 26

Dranus Department

HARRIERS REST
The Spartan cross-country squad
takes this week off in preparation
for the Northern California Cross-

, (4.4

-

Country Championships in San
Jose on Nov. 6.
Spartan frosh water poloists
have a busy week with three contests scheduled, all in their own
pool.
Wednesday afternoon the Spartababes meet Cal Davis, Friday
they play San Jose City College
and Saturday* James Lick High.
The latter two contests are preliminary games to varsity frays
that night,
The only other frosh team In
action is the yearling gridders,
who travel to Fresno State for a
Friday afternoon contest with the
young Bulldogs.

Lt.
’

NO COVER
365 E. Julian

-4.-

COME AS YOU ARE
San Jose
11.17’

a a zarri

In Right Place at Right Time
On Winning Scorei-Baccaglio
k1; 11 \
tiy GRF:x.
on my part," said SJS defensive their winning touchdown two
It was the Arl/t)I1.1
quar- end Martin Baccaglio on his in- weeks ago.
terback’s mistake: not a gmx1 play terception that gave the Spartans
Baccaglio, who was chosen
Northern California Lineman of
the Week for his efforts in the
"Work of Art"
Spartans’ 21-14 victory against
Sweeten & Cashmere Coats
ASU, said, "the interception surprised me. An apparent swing Pass
Our Specialty
to the opposite side of the field
failed, and I think their quarterback, John Goodman, just panicked
10% DISCOUNT
and threw the ball. I just happened
V/ITH ASB CARD
to be in the right place at the
right time."
A civil engineering major from
Art Cleaners
Navato, Baccaglio played two
One Day. Service
398 F:. Santa Clara
293.1030
years at Marin Junior College as
offensive end.
GOOD ATTITUDE
Upon his arrival at SJS, head
coach Harry Anderson decided to
tise Baccaglio at defensive end.
’Martin has a very good attitude,
and has great reactions," commented Anderson. "We have no
real exceptional defensive players
on our tearn, but Baccaglio is the
most consistent. He makes mistakes, but on the whole, he makes
fewer than most of the players."
Baccaglio prefers defense over
offense because, "defense is more
fun. There is the same amount of
contact involved, but the defense
has more freedom. Although we
have certain patterns to follow
just as the offensive unit does, we
can vary our charge at the quarterback. Our assignments differ
as the play progresses," remarked
the 6-3, 224 pounder.

In Person "I Spy"

BILL COSBY
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Friday, Oct. 29 8:30 p.m.
Tickets $2.50 3.50 4.50
at: San Jose Box Office
40 W. San Carlos
Tickots also on solo at Spartan Music

SHOW SLATE
G AY

SARATOGA
1;1502 Big Basin Way 867-3026
THE MAD MAD MAD
MAD WORLD

CINEMA
552 S. Bascom

CY 5.7238

THE SWINGING MAIDEN
HARVEY MIDDLEMAN,
FIREMAN

400 South First

294.5544

FAT BLACK PUSSYCAT
COMMON LAW WIFE
Adults

TOWNE
1433 The Alameda

CY 7-3060

THE MARRIED WOMEN
In French
Adults

LOWEST

Gas Prices in San Jose
Guaranteed Major Brand Gasoline

TOUGHEST PLAY
The 21 -year-old junior maintains
that the toughest play for him as
a defensive end occurs when he
is double-teamed by the offensive
end and tackle. Usually on an offtackle slant type of running play,
the defensive end must simply attempt to maintain position and
wait for the ball carrier.
Stopping the running play is the
primary job for the defensive end.
"If the quarterback drops back
to pass, my job is to apply pressure to the passer, while keeping
him from rolling out."
Spending his first semester at
San Jose State, Baccaglio is very
complimentary concerning the academic atmosphere at SJS. "I like
it here at San Jose State. The faculty is not only good, but very
helpful. The administration and
faculty have been very cordial to
me and I greatly appreciate their
interest."

Inspired Spartans
Clobber Stanford

STANFORD
Spartan crosscountry runners displayed a thunderous array of team depth by
grabbing second through eighth
place to smash Stanford’s highlyregarded Indians 20-44 (low score
wins) Saturday morning.
Bill Langdon and Joe Neff led
the inspired Spartans to the vicFour Locations to Serve You
tory.
Stanford’s Alex WhitUe took individual honors.
SJS harriers Jim Sullivan,
George Weed, Ed Peraza, Rich
Klemmer and Ken Noel followed
Langdon and Neff acmss the fin************************************************* ish line before a second red-shirted
Indian appeared.
Spartan freshmen also proved
too fleet to follow as they toppled
Stanford 25-30. Brian Lowry and
Andy Vollmer led the Spartababe
finishers.

4th & William
13th & Julian

6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor

Puritan Oil Co.
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Moblad’s Last-Second Scoring Spree
Falls Short as Poloists Lose, 5-4
By PAUL SAVOIA
Dully Sports Writer
Fighting back like the true
champions they may turn out to
be, the Spartan water poloist.
barely lost a 54 decision to favored Stanford Friday night in the
Spartan pool.
Down 5-1 going into the final
quarter, the Spartans had the
packed, partisan fans in an uproar
with a great comeback sparked
by reserve Jim Moblad.
Inserted into the game with only
90 seconds remaining and the
Spartans all but out of the contest
with a 5-2 deficit, Moblad handled
the ball twice and scored both
times.
And, as the gun sounded, Mobled had the ball again and was
ready to fire Had time allowed,

Linebackers Play
Important Role
On Grid Squad

Mery Smith

18 MG ROADSTER, Wire wheels, R ’H
Gd. cond. $700 or offer. Call 967.0406
or aft. 6 pm 251-4445.

1111111111111111111111111

RESORT PROPERTY FOR SALE. I/4 acre
lot in redwoods of Boulder Creel, 15 mi.
frorn Santa Cruz. Build now or hold PS en
ini.iost. 41990. 3300 down. $30/mo. 2954591 eft. 6.
NEW 12 STRING GUITAR W/CASE.
295.6246. Victor. Best offer over $130.

rPRA
7-4,-)/P 7/01Anpele3
Los

COMPONENT STEREO 599.50. 439 S.
54, 7:4. 297.0715. Jim.
BICYCLE. 26’’. Md. ’wt. Men’s bike. W
basket. $18. Call 298-7690 aft. 3.30.
HELP wANTED Iv)

fm.S443/4,Ar: 727
FAN

71/COA:le

*************************************************

STEADY IMPROVEMENT
"I can’t help but think that we
will do gomi in post -season tournaments against these same teams
since we are improving steadily
and gave them such a good game
the first round," Walton predicted.
Especially pleasing to the enthusiastic coach was his team’s
defensive effort Friday in holding
Stanford to only five goals.
They have scored twice that
much against UCLA and USC this
season, and those two teams are
included in the top three of the
nation.
Spearheading the defense had to
be goalie Bruce Hobbs, who turned
in another outstanding ef f or t,
prompting his coach to say, "We
have played all the top teams in
the area, and off these performances, Bruce has to be the best
goal-tender around."

1,1,11min:try,
t
ford frosh drowned the Sparta babes 14-3.
Walton was disappointed with
ihe frosh effort, feeling they "psychologically lost the contest before
’he game, just thinking about the
Stanford team."
On its roster, Stanford boasts
two world -record holders (Dick
Roth and Luis Nicolai 1 and four
high school All-AMeriminsi

in iwo years here"), sickly Chuck
leadigan and John Williams, who
scored the first goal in the fourthquarter comback effort.
Next week the Spartans meet
UCLA -the only team this season
to beat Stanford-Friday night in
the Spartan pool in what should
be the third-straight colossal on
Friday night, and Cal Irvine Saturday night.
Not so encouraging was the

SALE
Vaughn’s announces close-out
prices on all summer sport
coats regardless of previous

NOW $9.88

priCe-

EE

SALE
Complete stock of traditional slacks to choose
fromRetail
S12.95.29.95

Slack Sale Price
$6.50.15.00

lareeliN’S
292-7611

125 So. 4th St.

Thurs., 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Hours: Mon.Sat., 9:30 p.m. to 6 p.n..

Spartan Daily Classifieds

S PART A N
; r1,4 3

Spartan ’Daily

Moblad thinks he could have tied
up the the contest as the Stanford
"goalie was way out of position."
Stanford built up its early lead
in the second and third quarters,
scoring mainly on long, backhanded shots from the hole,
Pete Ready did most of damage
with three of these precision shots
for the Indians.
Coach Lee Walton remained optimistic despite the defeat, just as
he did last week when his pool
sharks were nipped by California,
10-9.
Preseason national polls had the
Spartans ranked eighth, with Cal
and Stanford in the top six.

Six men hffe (flayed prominent
roles in the Spartan gridders’ defense this season and they are the
tough group of guys with very
lomplicated jobs-the linebackers.
Every football squad usually has
.hree linebackers who will line-up
anywhere from the center of the
line of scrimmage, to flanked far
(tri the end of the line, or in the
-niddle of the secondary.
The three who started against
%rizona Saturday night were Eb
ETERNAL OPTIMIST
Hunter, Bob Davis, and Bill PeterThe etrnal optimist also praised
son. They are backed up by Steve
Arnold, Rich Dixon, and John Moblad for "a great offensive effort," Bill Parker ("his best game
Sheremeta.
ROUGHEST JOB
Davis and Dixon play middle
linebacker. which is called middle
cmard on many squads. He has I
probably the roughest job of thel
backers. It may be blitzing the
opposing quarterback, keying on
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
one man in the backfield, or folWOULD
ANYONE WHO SAW THE
lowing the ball on a run.
ACCIDENT AT THE CORNER OF 4th
Peterson and Sheremeta are po- & WILLIAMS FRI. OCT.
1965 PLEASE
sitimm,11 at eight lineharker -or. CALL 29.5-8094.
what the Spartans term, "weak - WINTER SPELL. Personally narrated.
side linebacker." They must con- Dick Barrymore film. San Jose Civic.
3tantly be ready for the short or Oct. 26 8:30. Tickets $1.50 at Barrack #1.
long pass, and watch for the end
AUTOMOTIVE (21
run.
VW ’62. Exc. cond. 12/1-1. Extras. $995.
STRONG SIDE
Hunter and Arnold bacic up the 269.7652.
line on the strong side of the op- ’63 VW. R/H. EllC. cond. $1300. Call
ponent’s offense. This position Kevin, 293.9582.
often has to rush the passer but ’56 CHEV. CONVERT. Runs good. Needs
trade for motorcycle. Call
also must be aware of the possi- top. $190 or 294-6019.
Bob Raffety
bility of a sweep around to his side
Wag. Stick. Exc. cond.
on a running play. Still, at times, ’53 FORD Sta. $125.
70 Hawthorne_ Wy.
Call 286-6377.
he may be responsible for passes
HONDA SCRAMBLER. 250cc. New
in his area.
engine. Many extras. Better than new.
The average weight of the S.IS 292-6237.
linebackers is 197 pounds although ’65 VESPA. For sale by owner. Sharp!
the starting three against Arizona 264.3828.
AUSTIN HEALY 100-4 B.R.G. 4 spd.
averaged in at 205.
J. M,zst sell! Immed!
0.0. Efc
298.2323 g
’65 HONDA. 30S Super Hawk. 2500
.nd, $575. 297-8920.
’65 MUSTANG CONVERT. Extras. 3800
SJS cross-country coach Mery equity
Smith is in his second year of ’64 YAMAHA ;’’
S-scd. EiTconcl.
college coaching after a meteoric
rise.
’62 HONDA SUPER HAWK. ;A.-run
,cnd. $400 295 7416. Joi,
Smith came to SJS as an istruc’58 CHEV. 4 dr. sedan. R/H. Gd. cond
tor and conch in 1964.
Previously, he had coached but 6_,y1. Musk sell! $295. 259-3956 aft. 6.
one year at Lodi High School, ’59 VW. Exc. cond. New tires. R./H. Aft.
where he inaugurated a cross- 4. 948-5309. $750.
country team and also coached OLDS ’54. Rebuilt Eng. & trans. Stick.
the track squad to a champion- Make offer. 248.9895 aft. 5:30.
ship vear
B S.A. ’63. 650. Twin rebuilt clutch & e,
$700 or best offer. 297.
15th.

This W eek’s Dry Cleaning Special

uorci)., ri5/

illtPATRTAND*TLY-7

Golden IV est Cleaners

RELIEF POS. FOR MALE STUDENT.
Approx. $100 :no. to relieve house mot..
To supervise six employable adult retarded ygung men to fire inch:pen, in
community. Contact Mrs. Hobbs 297.
6157. Hrs.: I weekend a mo. one night a
wk. & 12 hrs. on Sun
WINTER SPELL. See announcements.
GIRLS. Full or pert time. Morning, affn
,
or eves. Telephone solic. Salary p;
Call 298-4479.
COOK & HAtHIR. Roger Willie,’
, I 295 9412 btwn. 4.30-6.
I,
I ARTISf WANTED. $k per hr
Ilso
21711.SUSi
IDINNER HASHERS. Hersh dinner/eat
443 S. I I th aft. 2.

MEN: Part
eves. & Sat.
Scholarships
Park Ave. 7

time. Xmas help. 16-20 hrs.
PERSONALS t71
Aver. $67.50 per wk. Comm.1
available. Apply Rm. I, 510
1UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERpm MWF.
MANENTLY BY REGISTERED ELEC.
FROLOGISTS. Mr. or Mrs. A. I. IttitieHOUSING I SI
tette. No obligations. Call 294-44.
UNAPP. HOUSE. Female Students. Rm.
SERVICES IR)
& bd. $80 mo. 565 S. 5th. 286-4331.
WANTED: Male roommate to share un- TYPING SERVICE - East San Jigs.
bath.
Pool.
Killion
appd. apt. 2 br. 2
258.4335.
Hall. Contact 680 S. 8th #7 eft 5
INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Mod- AUTO
Bailey. 286.5386. 449 W. San
ern 2 bdrm. apt. Share w/2 others. 635 Chet
Carlos.
S. 1 Ith #3. 298-7550 or 293.3391.
SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS. Boys or mrfs.
ROOMS: Sgl. $40 mo. Share $34 mo. Sewing. fitting. designing and tailoring.
Kit. & Ivgrm. priv. 167 E. St. John. 295- 292-7861.
6869.
EXPERT TYPING. All kinds. Reasonable.
ROOM & BOARD. (app. boarding Phone 294-3772. 9-6.
house) Upp. div. & grad. women students TYPING. Charge per page. Spell., nr3c.
preferred. 177 S. 12th. 295.9619.
corrected. Phone 292-2346.
3 BDRM. HOUSE. 2 bath. Kit. $150 mo. TYPING IN MY HOME. Experienced and
Males. Pearl Scholl 358 N. 7th. 295-2794. accurate. Call 259-4710.
Utilities paid. (Upstairs)
TYPING. Electric typewriter. Sunnyvile
-245-7999.
DON’T COMMUTE GIRLS. Need I or 2 area.
girl roomies. Low rent. 350 S. 10th #2. TYPING. All kinds. IBM electric. Work
guaranteed. Jo Vine. 378.8577.
JUST OFF CAMPUS. 2 bdrm. apt. Re- TYPING. Term papers. thesis, etc. !ice
duced rent. 350 S. 10th. 293-4955.
electric. 243.6313.
2 ROOM APT. Electr. paid. $60 mo. 511
S. 7th. 294.9686.
To place an ad:
ROOM IN HOUSE. Nr. SJS. Separate
entrance & bath. $45. 292.1327.
Call at
$30 MONTH ROOMS. 1/2 blk. SJS. Kit.
Lvorm. Shower. Heat. 292-1327.
Classified Adv. Office -J24
2 MALE ROOMMATES WANTED TO
SHARE NICE 2 ADAM. APT. $37.50
Daily
ear+. 547 S. Ilth. Apt. 2. 286-5692.
10:30-3:30
ONE & TWO ORM. APTS. Unappd. $90
& $115. 741 S. 6th. 297.1809.
GORDON HALL CONTRACT FOR Sand in handy wrist blank. below,
SALE. Must sell now. Disei. 298-0201.
cash or chock. Maks cheek out to
Spartan Daily Clauifiods.
LOST AND r0UND (Al
Phone 2944414. Ext. 2465
LOST--Mor,’s brown glasses brc.
Cell 262.8238. Reward!

To buy. sell, rent or
announce a n yth in g,
just fill out and clip
this h a n dy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS.
1206, San Jose State
College, San JOU 14,

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minhnum
Two lines One time Three times Five times
One time SOc a Ane 25c a line 20e a line
$2.00
$1.50
$1.00
2 lines
3.00
2.25
1.50
3 lines
3.00
4.00
2.00
4 lines
5.00
3.75
5 lines
2.50
Add this
amount for
.75
.50
1.00
each additional Ilne
Print yew ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each lino)

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
0
0
0
0

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and found (6)
Personals (7)
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All Steaks 1000 Guaranteed
Open Daily 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. and also
Lunch served 11:30 to 1:30, Mon. through Fri.
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What will be the total yards gained by
both teams in the SJS vs. New Mexico
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The Man"

by Irving Wallace
-Over night a Negro becomes
President of the United States."
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50c
One Medium Cheese
PIZZA
Wednesday Only
Open 4 to 12 Daily
Until 2 a.m. weekends

you depend on your car, depend on Silva
,SeS rvice to care for it. From Lubrications to major
%%
overhauls, they take better care of your car.
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SILVA SERVICE 295-8968
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We’ll Park If for You

We Also Deliver

.

I

292-8119

k
ROUND-TRIP FLIGHT TO
LOS ANGELES BY

PRIZE

gRASA

Sweepstakes
Rhyme

RUNNER-UP
PRIZES
TICKETS TO

Here’s How You Enter This Week’s Sweepstake Contest
I. Study the Sweepstakes Rhyme. Then read the copy in each advertisement. Indicate in
the space on the entry blank the adverti;er1s name you think is most closely related to the
rhyme.
2. Complete your entry blank by printing your name, address, phone number, and ASB number. Answer the Tie -Breaker question on the entry blank.
’
3. Bring your ,..i.iry to room J206 in the Journalism and Advertising Building between 10:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday. No entry will be accepted after
3:30 p.m. on Wednesday. Do not mail your entry.
4. Watch for the announcement of winners in next week’s Spartan Daily. Do not call or come
to the Spartan Daily office to find out the week’s winner. The winners will be notified.
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do? Read this line, but watch the time, you only have until 2.
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Flameproof
Seart1 paper
crepe paper
Poster board
Plaster of Paris
Railroad board
Glitter (bull!)
Tissue paper
Spray paints
Banner paper
Poster paints
LOW CASE LOT DISCOUNTS
APPLY
Contact our Miss Hulmes CY 2.1447
SAVE!
SAVE!
SAVE!
Place Your Order Early
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Only currently enrolled San Jose State College students may enter.
Students are limited to one entry per person.
All entries become the property of the Spartan Daily.
The Spartan Daily and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for any entries
that are lost or stolen.
An entry must be filled out completely with no erasures in order to be considered
by the judges.
In the event that two or more entries have the correct advertiser’s name, the con testant who comes closest to the tie-breaker question will be the winner. If the tiebreaker game is canceled a special run-off contest will be held.
All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire on
June 30, 1966.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to correct errors, to extend deadlines and to
make necessary additions or corrections of these rules.
Persons designated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of judges.
Their decisions shall be final regarding both determination of prize winners or
deciding on disqualification for any reason of entrants.
Entry submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and acceptance
of the judges’ decisions.

